
 

  

 

 

 

Journal Exercise to complete in advance of the 
CARE meeting on November 29, 2017 

 Using Journaling, describe 2 racial conflicts or encounters (experienced or anticipated) 
in your work as a teacher/supervisor/leader/professional/student/parent 

1. One interaction that was stressful for you (7 or higher) 

2. One interaction that you felt positive about you handled or responded 

Think about Affection, Correction, Protection, and Connection as you are journaling. (See next 
slide for deeper explanation of these.) 

For more information about Journaling for Deeper Self-Reflection, see pages 131-139 in 
Promoting Racial Literacy in Schools (Stevenson, 2014). 



Culturally Relevant 
Intervention Components: 

Where’s the Love, 
(Stevenson, 2014; Winn, 2013) 
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Y’all? 

 Affection (“Stickin’ To”-Affirmation) 

Physical nurturance (Touch to affirm) 

Emotional nurturance (Share/Teach to affirm) 

Cultural nurturance (Appreciate cultural legacy & supports) 

 Correction (“Gettin’ With”-Reconciliation and Reappraisal) 

Physical accountability (Touch to redirect and reconcile) 

Emotional accountability (Reconcile about surviving game) 

Cultural accountability (Teach reappraisal/negotiation of R/E stress /game) 

 Protection (“Watchin’ Over”) 

Physical monitoring (Touch to locate and defend) 

Emotional monitoring (Predict how youth might feel) 

Cultural monitoring (Track effects of R/E stereotyping/stress/game) 

 Connection (“Bonding and Bridging Across”) 

Physical networking (Physical presence in career & social mobility contexts) 

Emotional networking (Reframing social networking as emotionally meaningful) 

Cultural networking (Making social networking culturally congruent) 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 

How do we Practice? 
Behavioral/Academic/Racial Literacy Curriculum Themes Stevenson, (2014) 

1. Racial Experience Storytelling 
• Develops Self/Other Observation Encounter Awareness Skills 

2. Racial Experience Journaling 
• Develops Self/Other Appraisal Encounter Stress Appraisal Skills 
• Self/Other-Appraisal through Journaling 

3. Racial Encounter Mindfulness 
• Develops Self-Care Stress Reappraisal and Reduction Skills 

4. Racial Stereotype Debating 
• Develops Self-Control Encounter Engagement Skills 

5. Racial Coping Role-Playing 
• Develops Self-Assertiveness Encounter Resolution Skills 
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Calculate it, Locate it, Communicate it: 
Racial Stress Mindfulness 

Calculate it 
 How stressful am I? (1-10?) 

Locate it 
 Where on my body do I feel the stress? 

Communicate it 
 What statements am I saying to myself? 

Breathe and Exhale 
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Racial Literacy- Assumptions 
In-the Moment (ITM) & Face-to-Face (FTF) 

1. Racial Encounters (FTF) Matter, not just Race Symbols 

believing justice isn’t doing justice ITM or FTF; proximal vs distal 

2. Racial Stress MATTERS, not just General Stress 

we avoid, under- & over-react to FTF racial conflicts 

3. Legal dismantling of racism won’t heal trauma 
effects of racial conflicts hurt well-being, physical health, learning 

4. Racial Competence, not Racial Character. 

skills to see, process, recast, resolve racial conflicts are lacking 

5. Schools/Institutions Socialize Avoidant Racial Coping 

w/o literacy, organizations teach how not to talk about race 

6. We Can Resolve Racial Stress in Everyday Life 10/30/2017 

resolving ITM stress is easier than curing systemic racism 
Stevenson, Recast Theory, U. of Penn 
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Racial Literacy 
in Racially Stressful Encounters (RSE) 

Stevenson (2014) (Twine, 2006) 

Read 

accurate seeing of meaning-making and scripts 

Recast 

reducing stress in FTF encounters using mindfulness 

Resolve 

assertively negotiating RSE to healthy conclusion 
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Racial Literacy Factors 
-the ability to read, recast, and resolve racially stressful encounters, Stevenson, 2014 

Racial stress 

 “Race-related transactions between individuals or groups and their environment that 
emerge from the dynamics of racism, and that are perceived to tax or exceed existing 
individual and collective resources or threaten well-being” (Harrell, 2000) 

 intra- & interpersonal; anticipatory, in-the-moment & reflective; 

 Vicarious racial stress – witnessing others stress & need for protection 

 Practicing Appraisal/Reappraisal of racial stress (low, med, severe) 

Racial encounters 

 Past, in-the-moment or anticipated interactions that tax individual self-regulation 
of emotions, physiology, cognitions and voice 

 Encounters occur between and within individuals 

Racial Coping and Racial Coping Self-Efficacy 

Racial Assertiveness 


